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ABSTRACT,
The ways in which preschcblers use the word "but"

were studied. It was found that the eigVt preschoolers, who ranged in
age from 3:9 toil 5:5, were able to' use "but" to express a number of
cilifferent typee of adversative relationships. "But" introduced
clauses containing.information that: (1) contrasted with shared
knowledge about the usual state of affairi,.(2) describid a condition
under which the situation described in the preceding clauses did not
hold, (3) denied an 1pference that might be drawn on t e basis,of the
preceding statement, (4) explicitly contradicted a pri statement,
anal (5) introduced a temporal repair. The cognitive pr requisites
that could be assumed to underlie and motivate ech of these types of
"but" statements also are considered. Stateients contained in.
categories one and two indicate knowledge of optional pathways in the
occurrence of an event, while statementa contained kn categcry three
indicate atilemst an emerging ability fU recognize the implications°
of one's own' statements, and possibly to.take the listemet's
'perspective and make inferences about her ii&ellences. Statements in
categories flour and five indicate knowledge of and Sdjustment'to
discourse conventions. The subjects' productiods are divided into
categories and discussed on the basis of whether the ccntrast
signaled/'by "but" vas directed toward theitext of the statement, or
towardthe.digcourse process per se.It is suggested that the
analys s indite

ill...A...

te a somewhat surprising level of sophistication in
childr ' understanding. Of discourse conventioVS and tbeir-itility
to adjust their speech in accord with such conventions. (SW)
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Aut of course preschoolers understand the meanfhg of hut!,

'
The acipisition of relational terms such as before, after, because, ag,

and 2,E hai been the focus of a great deal of research by psychoffnipists

and developmental psychologists. The acquisition of temporal and causal terms

'e

2
ia obviiously relevant to the development of temporal and causal understanding. 4

ane-gt have .both natural languag/ and formal logic, meanings, and the amlioAe

tion of these terms has been of interest both to those who define "mature" .),

.9reasoning in terms of conformity to the conventions of fake' logic and to ,f

those who art interested in the similarities and differences between formal:-

Alic and natural language. Aut. is also a relational term, but it has capti4iei

,
the interest of almost no one, probably because it is not Clear what issu are

rot

addressed by considering --how preschoolers use this term. I will argue thirt an
Ia

analysis of how they use hut can tell us a great deal both about how pref.:

schoolers organize their kndwledge base and about their understanding ot dis--
.

' .

course conventions. .

Before describing what children's/use of hut reveali of their unOerlying

knowledge, it is'necessary to define the term. This is somewhat difficult

because hut has a function rather than a discrete definition, and its meaning
.

may therefore appear to vary depending
-

e context -in which it appars,

Since it has the same truth-table on as ...a., and can often,14 used

interchangeably with Anl, the meanings of these two ,terms can be assumed to

overlap at least somewhat. However, there are both syntactic and semantic

cohstrainttl, that prohibit replacing all instance's of $, with hut. :Specifically,

but has an adversative function; it signils that whit is tcrfollow is unexpected

4 3
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ion the asis Of either prior presuppositions or an inference that might be

drawtfrom prior statement. To ma ke this definition more concrete, consider

the sentences shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Examples'of .k -sentences

1. The pen is new, but it writes poorly.
*2. The pen is neve.but it writes well.
*3, The pen is red, but it writes well.

0 -

New pens ordinarily write welq, and but appropriately introduces in-

tion that denies rather than confirms this presupposition. ;bus, "The
I

is new but it writes poorly" is appropriate, and "The pen is new but it
;

/ .

.Writes well" is inappropriate. "The pen is red,,but it writes well" is, also

../

i.
,inappropriate since the two propositions have no relationship to one another.

. , .

This sentence could however bk considered appropriate if, for example, someone

had requested a blue pen.

These sentences were taken from Kail (1980), one of very few studies
.4. .

addressing the acquisition
,

of kat. Rail asked children of four age§ .0C ages
.

. .

6;8, 7;11, 8;6, and 0;5) to judge'the acceptability of such sentences. Her '

,

1 findings are outlined in Table 2. Thef/rst graders judged the anomalous

t 4,

Type 2 sentences to be correctover'90% Of the time, the anomalous Type 3

i

ii
s

sentences to b e correct about 60% of the time, and the correct, Type 1 sentences
.

,,
. I

to be correct only 20% °fng time. Second graders rated the Type 3 sentences,
..

in which the two propositions were unrelated, as correct 35% of the time, and

the other two sentence, types as .correct about 607. of the time. Subjects in

the two older groups gave the nighest acceptability ratinge tothe correct

sentences, and the lowest to the sentences containing unrelated propositions,

but did not. consistently reject the .tvo inappropriate
I

sente nce types., This
.

.

patterning of the data led Keil to conclude.that kat is fitstbelieved to be

o 1
II
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aynonymails with and, and that -it is then misinterpreted as functioning to

support rather than to deny a prior implication.

I have been 'working with a set of data obtained by asking 43 ,children,

2;11 to 5;6, to descAbe familiar events, such as going to tie grocery, having

a fire drill, getting dressed, etc. The 43 children were quesilioned about

each"of six activities on three qccasions, producing over 700 protocols. The

term hut appeared in'these protocols a total of 80 times, and was used by 25

subjects spanning theentfre age range.

In considering these productions,-I- was interested in determining the

extent to which these spontaneous productions supported Kail's developmental

miclaims, and in:deterAning the types of cognitive co etencies that could be
.

.

inferd from the various productions of huh, Since ail of my subjects were

younger than any of Kail's, it would be expected that, if her model of acquisi-

, tion were correct, my subjects would have tended to use but as if
/
it were

synonymous with And. There were in fact no cases in which ha was used where

and would have been more appropriate, and no cases. in which hut introduced a

statement that confirmed rather than denied a prior implication. Of the 80

ha-statements produced by our subjects, only15 were uninterpretable or

anamoloas,,; and none of these uninterpretable productions were ones that would

have been predicted on the basis Ni Kail's model.

/
There is obviously a serious discrepancy between the lev41.13 of Competency

i

shown by our subjects and Kail's. While production and comprehension do not

always develop in tandem, it seems extremely unlikely that children would be

able to produce ap

age, but unable to

would suggest that

`related cfianges in

proPri tely formed hul-statements by three orpur year's of

,

comprehend them until age eight or later. Basically, I

the, developmental pattern Kan tapped was not one of age-

the understanding of but, but rather one of age-related

5
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chantet in understanding the conventions of the acceptability judgment

paradigm. While such methodological considerations are crucial and deserve

much more attention, I 'want to spend the remaining time discussing the di?"

ferent types of adversative relationships that were expressed-by our subjects

and the inferences, about underlying cognitive representations and knowledge

that Can be drawn from these prodections.

It was possible toldivide the 65 interpretablelat-stitementseto

five categories depending on the type of adversative relationships that were

expressed. These categories, and some examples of each, ar hown in Table 3.

The first category'consists of those cases in which hut was used to

,
signal the denial of implicitly shared knowledge. Eight subjects, ranging in

age 'frog 3;9 to 5;4, were responsible for the ten utterances in which hut con-

joined two propositions that were not contrastive at the level of the actual
lb

discourse. Examples Ire shOwn in Table 3. ,

You walk fast, but you can't put your coats On cause

you need to hurry. (S#19, 4;2).

%leo

meThe context fof his statement is a description of what happens during /

1 V
a fire drill. People co nly go outside during a fire drill. Ordinarily /

people put on their coats efore going outside, but 1121 during a fire drill.

At one'level such references to implicit knowledge might be considered-to

exemplify "egocentric speech,U- that is, failure to take account of the listener'a

. perspective. However as analyses of adult speech indicates, assumptions of

shared knowledge are not only common but necessary Among mature language users.

Thus these chil4ren's references to implicit knowledge might be interpreted

as indicating a realistic understanding of discourse constraints as readily
'

as they might be,interpreted as reflecting egocentrism.
C

6
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What is particularly striking in all these cases of implicit contrast
)

is that de element introduced by 124 contrasts with the "normal" state of

affairs. Tir normal state remains implicit, and it is theideparture from

the normal that is signalled by hat and made explicit. These utterances are

' therefore interesting both because they reflect children's assumptions of

what knowledge is likely to be shared, and because they indicate the speakers'

awareness of alternative

these different pathways

whether or not to wear a

pathways in behavior and the relative likelihood of

actually occurring. For example, it is optional

coat'outside'in cold weather, but the choice of not

wearing it is exercised only in exceptional circumstances.

If'
In the example just discussed, alternative instentiationswere noted

in an extremely suytle manner. The data also included a number of instances

1 ,

in which the extftence of alternative pathways was made more explicit. 'These

were cases in lich bat walyised in conjunction with the terms and
4

'pometimes. ThOre'were fifteen such.utterances, prOduce4 by seven children

".4

ranging from 4/3 to 5;6. Some examples are shown in section 2 of Table'3.-

I:never cooked them, but I'll try cooking them if
my mammy buys it. (S#20,-4;3).,

Well, I first put on my underpants0.then my socks, but
if I'm wearing sandals, I don't put on my socks. (S#43, 5;6)..

What is patticularly noteworthy about these utterances. is that the term

kuL is used to introduce informatioh that contrasts with other explicieti

stated LDS-oration, and that this contrast is further qualified; in the case

of qualifications formed with Wan or II, the condition, under which the con-

trasting situation occurs 'is made explicit; when sometimes ie used, the nature

of the alternative condition is left unspecified.
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Since there is virtually no prior research concerning 'the development
. .

4'knowledge about alternative path*ayd wittin events, there is no preexisting

interpretative framework into which. these data can be indorpbrated. .Never-
,

theless, these data are extremely prtivocativein terms of the eviderice they

provide of the sophistication of preschoolers',knoWledge about events and the

conditions under which events may be restructured, as well as of theizobility

to use langtnage in order to describe this complexkvent knowledge.

The third category of hut-statements consists of cases in which kla

signals the denial of an inference that might possj.bly be drawn on the basis

of t1 - preceding statement. There were 28 such occurrences, produced by 13.

subjects ranging from2;11,to 5;4. Again, examples are shown in Table 3.

fib

One example is this statement by a child of 4;0.

I putted on my green pants and one of my socks is blue
;Ind one of my socks is brown, but I'couldn't find the
other one. (S#15, 4;0).

In this example, "But I couldn't find the other one" counters a possible.

. *

inference that the speaker is wearing mismatched socks by choice. Taking into

account that a listener might draw a faulty inference on the basis of pre-

viously presented information seems to be a much more sophisticated form of

perspective taking than either assuming shared knowledge or noting an explicit

contras between two alternative pathways that are being It isn't

necessarily the case that..these subjects should really be'credited with Ole
.

ability to take account of erroneous inferences that might be drawn froM aft

utterance-they have made, and furthermore, with the ability to colinter this`

fatiltyinference. While thts'may be an accurate account of what they are doing,

more parsimonious accounts are postiible.. The child may be dealing only with

implications that he recognizes himself, rather than with ones that he irikers

4 8
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the listener might be notkcingft.or the denial might be.Osed on underlying

knowledge without an intervening step of recognizing the* the contrast is

directed toward an implication rather than toward yomething that was actually

stated-

A choice among these different accounts i not possible on the basis of

these data. What is clear however is thati, whethr or not they did so cont

,

sciously, these preschoolers displayed an awareness of the implications--as

oppOsed Eo the 'explicit content--of their'statements. To my knowledge, this

is thelirs evidence to suggest that preschoolers may be sensitivetc the

implications of their own utterances. If. it could be assessed with more

certainty, the emergence of such Sensitivity would be'an important milestone

at tip intersection of several areas of interest to developmental psychologisIti,

including the deVelopment of logical .competence, of discourse skills, and of

perspectiVe-taking abilities.

In six cases, hill signalled an explicit contradiction, or self-correction.

These statements were made by five subjects. ranging from 3;10'to 5;4, and

several are shown in section:4 of Table 3. In five At the six cases, the

speaker denied knowing"anything else about'We tonic of discourse, then intro-
f

'mid more information, as in the following relay to ehe question of whether =

the child can provideomore information about birthday parties:

Uh-uh. But you can bring lots of: you can eat and

have lots of candy. (S#38, 5;4).

The use of ja14, to conjoin the denial that anything else is known with
.11*.

the prOvision of additional information indigates an awareness that the addi-

tional information violates the expectation set up Wthe initial denial.

Here, in contrast' to the Previoue categories, .the use
14of kul seems 6 be .

%. 4
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directed toward discourse constraints--don't say you are finished until you

are--rather'than-toward the actual discourse content.

The final category of appropriate productions also consists of cases

in which thebia-statements are directed toward discourse Constraints. There'

Is a general rule of *discourse-to the effect that when describing activities

that have a sequential order, the order of mention should ordinarily be

:btongruent with the order oroccurrence(e.g., "I eat and go Rome" has a dif-

ferent meaning than "I go homwand eat"). In reporting a series of events,

a speaker may of course "err" and omit an event from its correct position in

a sequence. It is not appropriate for him to simply mention the event at the

time the omission is noticed; he must somehow indicate where this event fits

into the tem rat structure of his description. An example of such a temporal

repair is the following statement by a child of 4;7:.

Make the dough. And then you put it in the oven. But

before you putit in the oven, you make the cookie
shapes, and then you put it in the oven. (S#24, 4;7).

41,

The protocols contained six such temporal' repairs that were introduced

by hat. These were produced by four subjects from 2;11 to 5;4.- As in the

case of explicit contradictions, it seems that the use of hut to introduce

temporal repairs is a signal that the upcoming information might be unexpected

because it violates a rule of discourse.

I
The, final category of hill-statements consists of the uninterpretable

utterances, some examples of which are shown in the last section ofoTable 3.

.There were fifteen of these, produced by ten subjeCts ranging in age from
.

3;5 to 5;5. Only three of these ten subjects produced only uninterpretable

kill-statements. In light of Rail's research, it is important to-note that

4

0
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these uninterpretable occurrences were neithei casesin which but'was used

as
4
if it meant d nor cases in which it introduced a statement that confirmed

rathet then denied an implication of a prior proposition. In all cases, it
5

seemed4thMt NI was being used to express an adversative relationship. What

'made the utterances uninterpretable was the absence of information that would

clarify what the statement introduced by, was being set in opposition to.1
AM

' Such utterances might accurately be described es "egocentric."

Before discussi19g these data further, it is necessary to say a few

things -bout the classification system just described. It was derived on the

basisof a relatively small.sample of data; it does not exhaustively deicrige

the types of adversative relationships that can be expressed with hul (for

examplg, it does not include hut used to express the contrast signal14,by

the Germet term sdndern, a specialized meaning'discussed by Kail & Weissenborn,

411

1980), and is probably not the only classification system that could describe-

'these data. Rather than being intended as a theoretical s=tatement abobt the,_

types of relationships that can be expressed by hit, this classification sys-

.tem,is meant to be a functional means of categorizing the utterances in order

to capture the types of contrasts to' which preschoolers ate sensitive.

Thjse qualifications aside, what conclusions can be derived from the

ways in which the preschoolers used the word hut? They were able to use k

to expresso number of.different types of adversative relationships. lius,

introduced clauses containing informationothat (1) contrasted'-with shared -

knowledge about the usual state of affairs; (2) described,a condition, under

1Peter Salus suggested that these "uninterpretable" statements might bg,cases

in which kari was used to mean glthouth. This Vnterpretation would,not cover

all of our subjects' uninterpretable kul-statements, but does cover some,

and is very interesting since although is also an adversative term, having

only a slightly different meaning than jolt
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which the situation described in the preceding clause did not hold; (-3) denied

J , .

an inference that might be drawn on the basis of the pteceding statement; (4)

,explicitly contradicted a prior statement;'and (5) introduced a temporal repair.

The cognitive prerequisites that could be assumed to underlie eqd moti-

vate each of these types of but-statements, were also discussed. Statements

.

contained in categOries 1 and 2 in diofte knowlqdge of options/ pathways in

the instantiation of an event. Statements contained' in category- three indi-
,

cate at least an emerging ability to recognize the implications of one'Cown

statements, and possibly to 'take the listener's perspective and make inferences

about her inferences. Statements in categories 4 and 5 indicate knowledge of

.and -adjustment to discourse conventions. I would certainly-not claim that the

preschoolers were conscious that they were expressiqg these differdht types of

contrasts, but this hardly seems to'be a centrar issue sincb adult speakers

are also ordinirily unaware of the complex cognitive structures that govern.

their dieCoutse.

The subjects' productions were divided into categories and discussed

on the basis of whether-the Contrast signalled by lavas directed toward the

"text"-of the statement, or towards thediscourse processsur le. ,From another

perspective, however, all occurrences of hut can bb considered to be comments

on the discourse process, since the word serves as a signal to the listener-

that the next statement may bb somewhat unexpected. Braine's (1978) claiM

i -

that the pra- gmatic function of bilis to countermand listener expectabcies
/ .

.
I

would bin accord With a functional definition of hal which.conceived of thiS, .

word as a sort of "stage direction" telling the listener to "expect the un-

expected."

Very little is known either about very young children's understanding

of discourse conventions or abou t their Oility to adjust their speech in

12
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actord h such conventions. This preliminary consideration of the young

4

.

child's u

4

of kiit indicates a commwh t surprising level of sophisti nnatio

41in both domain, A8 well Agovii information about the types of non-
-...

,- traits
..

that'ite, nt to preschoolers. Such information about the etrt:-
11. ,I;ye

..-

.

tore of theft world knowledge and about their senlitivityto the implications ,

if

of their own statements and po discourse conventions is extremely difficult

to obtain through more direct measures, and while these prelikinary data do

not provide definitive ans*ers concerning these abilities, the evidence.that

the abilitiel'do-exise can provide the basis and motivation for future ip-

%/estigations.
-

I

t
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ow of course preschoolers understand the meaning of but!

'fable 1

I.' The pen is new, but it writes poorly.
2. The pen is new, but it writes well.
3. lie pen is red, but it writes well.

Lucia French

Table 2

Percentage of acceptance as a function of sentence type and age

..ye

6;18

7.11

8;6

q,5

Sentences such as:,

The pen is new, but The pen is new, but The pm) 18 but
it writes poorly. it writes well. it writes

204 91.6% 61.6%

. 63.3% 61.6% y 35%

75% 39.3% 5.31

95.41 18.1% lo.5%

Adapted from H. rail, Etude Genetique des presupposes de certain, morphemes
grammaticaux t example' Haas Approches du 'engage, 1980.

of

Table 1--1

Classification system for but -statwents

Section 1. But used to introduce infonnatidn that contrasts with implicit, shared
knowledge:

1.*You walk fast, but you can't Pit row coats on 'cause you need to hurry.
.

SI19, 4:2

2. I go down the stair but I don't talk. But I don't tieoty shoes.
, SI 35, 4;11

3. Co outside quietly, but fast.... SI 36, 5;0

Section 2. But used with if , when, and sametimdh:

1. I never cooked them, but I'll try oodking thorn ii0my mammy buys IL

SI20, 4;3

2. I have to go doWhstairs because my gramma's sleeping upstairs. '

...I do and my mommy and daddy. But sometimes they're already
down there. SI 35; 4:11.

15

Table 3 continued

Section maim* .

3. ... not top ruching, but when there's la real fire, you heue.to
rush out. `, . S139, 5;4

Section 3: But used to introduce a statement that modifies a passible implication
Egi-the preceeding statement:

./1. Same friends come over, but rot too sany. SI 20i'4 ;3

2. I putted on my green pants and one of mylocks is blue, oneof 4/
socks is brown, but I couldn't find the other one. SO 15, 4;0'

3. 'Well, first I
can put on my
I can't tie

't know how to, but NOW 141131 I'get dressed, I

. But I once tried to put on my shoes, and
. S419, 4;2

Section,4: But used to signal explicit self-contradiction:

1. (You told me a lot of important thins about a birthday. Am/thing
a else?) Uh-Uh. But you can bang lots of, you can eat and

-have lots of candy. S4,38, 5;4

2. (What do you do at a birthday party?) Nothing,
out the candles., 5117, 4;1

3. else that happens when you maks cookies
that think of. But you can do swathing.

'With it. Si 39, 5;4

but 'opt blow

igra,.or not
wick

Section 5: Temporal repairs:

1. (How do you help your mammy?) First she gots te things out she needs.
(First she gets out the things she needs?) Yelh; she gots swathing
oat to bake muffins with; but first she has to buy some things for
muffins. SI1, 2;11"

2. ...blow out the candles. I eat cake, but before, of course, I got
to take them all out. SI 17, 4;1

1. You sake the dough, eat thin, but only when they're baked.

Section 6: Uninterpretable but-statements:

1. You put a lot of.other stuff --- flour, and I don't romnaber 01 about
it, but a strawberry cookie. SI16, 4;0

5138; 5;4a

2. ,...and then I get w real real early, but sonettnes my mammy pnd
'daddly_are still sleeping. SI 14, 4;10

3. I/think about fancy food, but that's all you said the other day.
S1 20, 40

16 .


